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People change,
Faculty association
fights for pay raises Tattoos are forever
Chancellor’s Office disputes
union’s claims in ongoing
contract negotiations
by Anastasia Crosson
Staff Writer

Amid budget uncertainties for the
California State University system,
the union representing all CSU faculty has announced plans for a systemwide informational picket and a day
of concerted action in response to a
faculty salary dispute.
Lillian Taiz, president of the California Faculty Association, made the
announcement during a recent statewide e-summit on bargaining.
Taiz announced an informational
picket during the week of Nov. 7 to
take place on all 23 CSU campuses
and a day of concerted action which,
taking the form of a protest, strike or
other action to be determined by the
union, is anticipated to take place on
Nov. 17 at the Cal State Dominguez
Hills and Cal State East Bay campuses.
Both events are a response to recent developments in an ongoing salary dispute between the faculty union
and the CSU Chancellor’s Office over
faculty salary raises negotiated in
2008-9 and again in 2009-10, which
were never paid.
The planned union actions are
scheduled at a time when the CSU
chancellor’s budget recommendations
for 2012-13 will be presented to the
CSU Board of Trustees in November.

“Earlier, as the state budget had
begun to falter, Reed had insisted on
re-opener bargaining on the raises negotiated for the last two years of the
existing contract. Talks for each year
resulted in fact-finding, which is the
last statutory step in the bargaining
process,” Taiz said in a speech during
the e-summit. “In this fall’s actions,
we confront an obstinate chancellor
who has refused to compromise in reopener bargaining despite the opinions of two neutral fact finders.”
Erik Fallis, a media relations specialist for the CSU Chancellor’s Office, said the union’s position that two
neutral fact finders have sided in their
favor is a misrepresentation of the actual reports.
“The CFA claims two neutral
fact-finders recommended salary increases,” Fallis said. “That’s a pretty
stretched position. The 2008-9 factfinder found that salary increases
were not recommended.”
In fact, the third-party fact-finder
report in question was released last
year with recommendations that
equity increases and salary step increases for 2008-9 “should be paid for
the sole purpose of alleviating salary
inversion and compaction in faculty
pay,” but no general salary increases
were warranted in the same period.
Fallis did not dispute the findings
of the most recent fact-finding report,
which also recommended salary step
increases, a form of merit-based pay.
This report released in September

SEE CFA PAGE 3

Students learn hacking
in interest of defense
Computer security basics
taught in pair of classes
in Comp. Sci department
by Peter Fournier
Staff Writer

Students at SJSU are becoming computer hackers to stop the real-life versions of their counterparts in the long
run.
Though the Department of Homeland Security recognizes just the
month of October as National Cybersecurity Awareness Month, students
spend a much longer time trying to
learn to be the very enemy they will
try to stop in a real-life job.
“Unless the good guys know what
the bad guys know, we’ll never be able

to defend against them,” stated Mark
Stamp, an associate professor of computer science, in an email. “And the
only way to really learn what the bad
guys know is through hands-on experience.”
The DHS website’s theme for October is “Our Shared Responsibility,”
stating all Internet users play a part in
keeping the Internet safe.
“The most serious economic and
national security challenges we face
are cyber threats,” read a statement
on the website. “America’s economic
prosperity and competitiveness in the
21st Century depends on effective cyber security. Every Internet user has a
role to play in securing cyberspace and
ensuring the safety of themselves and
their families online.”

SEE CYBER PAGE 3

A class provides SJSU students with hands-on computer encryption and security
experience. Photo illustration by Jack Barnwell and Matthew Gerring

Perrin Pacheco (right) tattoos the shoulder of Andy Morasch. Morasch returned for his third session, getting more shading
and adding color to his bio-tree tattoo. Morasch has an estimated six more sessions before the tattoo will be complete. “It
hasn’t started to hurt yet,” said Morasch, who still had three more hours left. Photo by Dorian Silva / Spartan Daily

SEE SKIN OF NATURE PAGE 5

Activist group cries no more cuts
by Angelica Valera
Staff Writer

A coalition of organizations for the
students by the students, the Associated Students website indicates that
the Students for Quality Education
serves to raise awareness and initiate
action against CSU tuition increases
and fee hikes.
Former president of SQE and
California Faculty Association office
manager Julian Rosenberg said he and
Nancy Gonzalez, a former intern for
the association, founded SQE in 2007.
Rosenberg explained that Gonzalez was a CFA intern between 2006
and 2008, graduating with a degree
in sociology the following year. He
said she was an intern when he was a
volunteer, helping out when she and
another man, Robert Gutierrez, acted
against the budget cuts.
“I applied for the internship when
Rob left because Nancy told the
CFA she’d quit unless I got the job,”
Rosenberg said. “Shortly after I joined
up as the other intern, we founded
SQE here at SJSU and pretty much
kept doing the same campaign we had
before, but finally established our official name and became tied to other
groups around California by the SQE
flag.”
Rosenberg recalls how they started
off with only a handful of members,
but eventually grew it into a more effective organization.
SQE would not be what it is today
without Gonzalez’s drive and support.
“She is one of the most awesome
and amazing people ever, like a big
sister to me,” Rosenberg said.
Forming the organization would
be a great opportunity for students
across the CSU system to coalesce in
the fight against the budget cuts.
The CFA has the same vision as the
SQE, but consists of faculty members
instead of students, said Rosenberg
and current SQE President Herlinda
Aguirre.
“The CFA pays for two students to
organize other students to fight the
budget cuts,” Rosenberg said. “The

CFA lets the interns run SQE how
they like and fight the fight the way
the interns believe will be most effective for students.”
He said the faculty association believes the students can relate to other
students in a way the faculty can’t,
therefore leaving it to the students to
organize meetings and activities as
they please.
“We both believe that faculty conditions are student conditions,” Aguirre said.
However, despite Aguirre’s position in the coalition, she said there is
no real hierarchy, as everyone is the
leader.
Rosenberg decided after three
years of being in SQE, it was time to
pass the torch of leadership to Aguirre.
“This way, I can still be involved
with SQE, but now I do more organizing of faculty than students,” he said.
“I still work hard but I am no longer
the one making all the decisions anymore. Now I can concentrate better
on my classes.”

FINDING A PURPOSE
Aguirre, a faculty association intern, said SQE started with the purpose of raising awareness about the
CSU’s tuition increases, fee hikes,
budget cuts and its effects on students. She added that it’s a way for
students to discuss the issues and find
ways to take action.
Aguirre said that students immediately decided something had to be
done.
“We were one of the first SQE
chapters,” Rosenberg said. “We were
an organization before but had very
few members and didn’t really have
a set name most of the time — then
we became SQE and stuck with that.”
According to Aguirre, SQE is currently concentrating on recruitment,
planning a student conference for
the end of October, raising awareness about the recent fee hike over
the summer that increased tuition
about 29 percent since last fall, and
bringing to light the budget mismanagement that our CSU Board of

Trustees created.
She said the CSU Board of Trustees
has been focusing more on administration than education, citing the administration’s most recent summer
meeting as an example, where they
justified an increase in the tuition because the CSU system doesn’t have
the money to support itself.
“At that same meeting, they decided to increase the starting salary of San Diego State’s president to
$400,000,” Aguirre said. “Additionally,
the statewide SQE is currently organizing a conference in Sacramento to
decide on the question ‘How do we,
CSU students, fight for a fully-funded
system when its administration is trying to privatize our education?’ SQE
members and allies are invited.”

A TIME TO ACT
So far, the organization’s best activities have been its rallies, such as
the WTF & WTH rally; the Mar. 4,
2010, rally and a statewide rally that
included 23 CSUs.
Katrina Swanson, A.S. director of
student resource affairs and an active member of SQE, said, “For the
statewide rally, I fronted SJSU’s SQE
Twitter feed and it was great to see
the social media linking up between
campuses.”
The protest for Mar. 4 of last year

SEE SQE PAGE 2
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SQE: Protests, rallies, meetings
all organized by student group
FROM PAGE 1

Marie Daniel, mother of dead Coptic protester Mina Daniel, stood in shock outside the morgue in Cairo’s
Coptic Hospital on Monday. Photo by Mohannad Sabry / MCT

Coptics slaughtered in Cairo riot
McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

CAIRO – At Cairo’s Coptic
Hospital, 22 bodies lay in the
morgue early Monday, silenced
witnesses to what everyone
agrees was the worst outbreak
of violence to wrack this tense
city since President Hosni
Mubarak was forced from power eight months ago.
Hundreds of family members congregated nearby. Mothers screamed in agony. Other
relatives cried, trying hard to
stifle their tears.
Elsewhere, Coptic Christian
leaders fumed in anger at what
they said was the militaryled government’s betrayal of
a peaceful march. Organizers
said they had received government permission for the march,
and blamed the government for
the violence that happened.
“I will never see him again,
never again,” cried out Marie
Daniel, 41, whose son, Mina,
was shot dead during the
bloody clashes Sunday night.
She sat on the floor outside the
morgue, her hands and shirt
covered with clotted blood.

“That is all what’s left of
him, his blood on my hands,”
she said, her bloodshot eyes
filled with tears. “I was with
him in the protest. They killed
him.”
Egypt’s health ministry on
Monday put the final death toll
to the clashes at 22 protesters
dead and another 372 injured,
dozens of them critically. What
exactly set off the violence was
a matter of dispute, though
few blamed the protesters for
the violence, which erupted at
about 6 p.m.
Sunday as the demonstrators were outside the gates of
the Information Ministry on
the Nile River adjacent to the
famous Tahrir Square.
The sounds of live ammunition echoed around downtown
for more than an hour before
army forces dispersed the protesters by chasing them with
armored vehicles.
“They started firing at us
as soon as we arrived in front
of the media ministry;” Marie
Daniel recounted.
“They were shooting and
throwing rocks at the same
time, while the armored vehi-

cles chased us and ran people
over.”
Her son, 20, was a well
known political activist. A
photo of him taken at the beginning of Sunday’s march and
posted on Facebook shows him
in a pink shirt and laughing.
Another shot in the morgue
showed him with a picture of
Jesus Christ on his chest. It, too,
was posted on Facebook.
“I tried to look for him,” said
Marie Daniel, who had set out
for the protest about 30 minutes
after her son. “It was impossible
to find anyone in that violence.
I received a call telling me he is
injured and taken to the Coptic
Hospital. Another friend called
on the way to the hospital and
said Mina was dead.” She broke
into tears again.
A nurse who spoke on condition of anonymity because
he wasn’t allowed to talk to
reporters said that Mina Daniel
“received a bullet that entered
through his left shoulder, tore
through his lungs and exited
through the right side of his abdomen.” He also had been bludgeoned on the back of his head,
the nurse said.

was one of SQE’s highlights,
Rosenberg said.
“We had over 1,000 students
present and it was the largest protest at SJSU since the
Vietnam era,” he said. “I think
that did a lot to show that students and faculty could effectively organize together and
show that there was a strong
outpouring of support for the
student cause.”
The group’s least effective
activities have been recruitment and movie nights, Rosenberg said.
“Movie nights were done
years ago, yet that was
during the time when we were
just starting out so the events
were crappy, such as things
with a 10-person turnout, etc.
But I eventually learned how
to put on better events and
advertise them effectively,” he
said.

Wire Service

JERUSALEM – Israel and
the Palestinian group Hamas
on Tuesday appeared to be on
the verge of a vast prisoner
exchange that would free Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit in
return for the largest release
ever of Palestinians held in Israeli jails.
Among the more than
1,000 Palestinians expected
to be freed are Marwan Barghouti, a former candidate for
the Palestinian presidency
who’s serving five life terms
on terrorism convictions, and
Ahmed Saadat, the secretarygeneral of the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine,
whom the Israelis blame for
the 2001 assassination of their
tourism minister.
Israeli officials declined to
provide the names of the Palestinians who’d be released,
but Hamas’ military wing said
Shalit “would not be released
without Barghouti and Saadat.”
The release of Shalit would
end a drama that’s riveted Israel since June 25, 2006, when
a squad of Palestinian militants crossed into Israel from
Gaza and seized Shalit, who
was a 19-year-old private in
the army standing guard at a
desert outpost.
Since then, Shalit’s confinement has become part of
the national consciousness.
Blue and white stickers with
his image and the words “Free
Gilad Shalit” are a common
sight on cars and street corners. Photos of Shalit, still a
teenager and looking wistfully into the camera, are often
held at political events and

protests calling on Israel’s
government to negotiate his
release.
Israel’s Cabinet met late
Tuesday to hold an emergency vote on the terms of the
prisoner exchange. Approval
was expected.
“Today it was finally
summarized and both sides
signed,” Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said. “If
all goes according to plan, Gilad will be returning to Israel
in the coming days.”
In Gaza, officials from
Hamas’ military wing also
said the deal would be carried
out “within a week.”
“We have been heartened
and strengthened by the support for our son. The people
of this country pray for him
to come home as if Gilad was
their son. His return is all of
our prayers,” said Noam Shalit, Gilad’s father.
Footage of the family anxiously awaiting news on the
exchange deal was broadcast
Tuesday night on Israeli television.
Hundreds
of
people
swarmed to the tents outside
the prime minister’s residence where the Shalit family has been living for nearly
two years in protest of Gilad
Shalit’s captivity. As news
emerged that the Cabinet
would vote in favor of the
deal, Shalit’s mother, Aviva,
could be seen smiling and
excitedly hugging visiting
friends and supporters.
She said, however, that she
wouldn’t be “fully happy until Gilad” was standing before
her.
In Gaza, thousands also
took to the streets to celebrate
the news that more than 1,000

Palestinian prisoners would
be released.
Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal said the Palestinians
had achieved “99 percent of
the goal.”
The inclusion of Barghouti
and Saadat in the exchange
was certain to draw the most
attention on the Palestinian
side.
Barghouti is considered
one of the most popular figures on the Palestinian political scene. First arrested by the
Israelis as a teenager, Barghouti, now 52, is credited with
leading the first Palestinian
uprising in 1987, and he playing a key role in the second
uprising, which began in 2000.
He’s reported to have fallen
out with the late Yasser Arafat, the founder of the Palestine Liberation Organization,
over corruption, and in 2005
he registered to run for Palestinian Authority president
from prison, where he’d been
since 2002. A document he
wrote in 2006 is considered a
blueprint for ending the rivalry between Hamas and Fatah,
Arafat’s political movement,
which runs the West Bank.
Sadaat, who’s about 57,
was jailed by the Palestinian
Authority in Jericho in 2001
in a deal that ended an Israeli
siege of Arafat’s headquarters. Israel raided the prison
in 2006 and brought him to Israel, where he was sentenced
in 2008 to 30 years for leading
a terrorist organization.
Negotiations for the exchange were in Cairo, and
were moderated by French
and German negotiators.
Shalit then would be transferred to Israel and reunited
with his family.

MOLDING LEADERS
Rosenberg said SQE made
him who he is today, and
showed him how to work in
a group, organize people to
stand up for their own rights,
work with people who are different from him and exercise
effective communication.
“But most importantly, it
taught me efficient leadership
— asking the right questions,”
he said.
Swanson said they have a
lot of creative people, so there
are always new ideas emerging — a lot of members really
care about student issues.
“I also really like the

democratically run meetings,”
she said.
Swanson said SQE has
taught her about how the CSU
works.
“I’ve educated myself on
what the Board of Trustees is
doing and on policies in-state
that affect higher education,”
Swanson said. “I feel like all
students should learn about
things like this.”
The only real problem SQE
seems to encounter is advertising on campus, she said.
Rosenberg said there are
also occasional minor organizational issues.
“It’s so difficult,” Swanson
said. “Even writing chalk ads
are against university policy,
so we’re trying to get word
out as much as we can without
getting into trouble. Because
of this, it’s tough to get the
amount of people we want to
see informed about the issues.”

Members from Students for Quality Education gather outside of Clark Hall during the organization’s
Wednesday, Sept. 20 protest over the student housing dilemma after returning residents of the Classics were offered either a refund or relocation to the Clarion Hotel. Photo by Sierra Duren / File Photo

Palestinians and Israelis agree to
large scale exchange of prisoners
McClatchy Tribune

Swanson, a senior English major, said she feels that
getting new SQE members
has posed a challenge as a lot
of members graduated last
spring, so the numbers have
dwindled.

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

CYBER: Classes educate in
security by teaching to hack
FROM PAGE 1
Stamp was a cryptologic
mathematician with the NSA
for seven years and worked
with a private security company for two years before starting
at SJSU in 2003.
Nas Fadayel, a senior computer science major, said he’s
learning to break code to see
where the weaknesses in it are
located.
“We’re finding out how to
better code in a way that actually keeps security high to
avoid people breaking in so
that they’re secure and able to
do more without compromising
any security,” he said.
According to Stamp, the
computer science department
offers introductory security
courses at the undergraduate
and graduate levels. Undergraduate students can take CS
166, Information Security, and
graduate students can take CS
265, Cryptography and Computer Security.
“In both of these courses,

we cover a wide range of topics
loosely grouped into four major
areas, namely cryptography, access control, security protocols
and software,” Stamp stated,
and any person who wishes to
do Internet security would need
to understand cryptography, or
what he calls the development
of secret codes, cipher design
and related topics.
“A security professional
without a solid background in
cryptography would be like an
auto mechanic who has no concept how an internal combustion engine works,” he stated.
“While such an auto mechanic
would certainly be able to do
some simple repairs, he would
be ill-equipped to deal with
complex, non-standard situations, let alone advance the
state of practice in the field of
auto repair.”
Stamp stated students also
learn how to store information in image files, something
he said has reportedly been
used by terrorists as a means of

communication, while students
studying access control learn
how to authenticate logins and
restrict user access on websites.
He stated security protocols
are key to security on an entire
network.
“We discuss attacks and
various weaknesses of these
protocols,” he stated. “A good
understanding of cryptography
is especially important in the
study of security protocols.”
Stamp stated that cryptography, access control and security
protocols all tie in to making security software.
“Software is the foundation
on which all of security rests,” he
stated. “Unfortunately, software
is a very poor foundation on
which to build security — comparable to building your house
on quicksand or, in an analogy
that’s closer to my heart, it’s
like building your house on a
hillside in earthquake country.”
Stamp stated he discusses
ways to develop better-secured
software with his students.

CFA: Aims to improve resources
FROM PAGE 1
by Philip Tamoush, a thirdparty arbitrator contracted by
a panel of both CSU and faculty union representatives to
mediate the fact-finding portion of the negotiation process,
included recommendations to
the CSU to honor a 1.3 percent
salary step increase to qualifying faculty, which would include assistant and associate
professors on the tenure track
who had not received salary
increases within the 2009-10
disputed salary year.
According to a statement
from the California Faculty
Association in response to the
fact-finder report released in
September, while salary step
increase payments were not
made to eligible faculty, many
administrators had received
salary increases and raises.
To the contrary, Fallis said,
“Managers haven’t received a
general salary increase since
2007. The chancellor has not
received a general salary increase since 2007.”
Despite the report’s findings in favor of the union’s
proposed 1.3 percent salary
step increase, the rules governing the dispute process, the
Higher Education Employment
Relations Act, state the CSU
does not have an obligation to
honor those findings.
Bill Candella, a representative of the Chancellor’s Office, released a statement in
response to the report alleging
that “the report is riddled with
factual errors.”
“We felt that the CSU attacking the neutral fact-finder
was wrong,” said Elizabeth
Cara, president of the SJSU
chapter of the California Faculty Association.
Vice Chancellor Gail Brooks
also released a letter to all CSU
faculty to further explain the
chancellor’s decision not to
honor the pay increases.
“But, it would be inappropriate and unreasonable
to provide a $20 million salary increase to a fraction of
one employee group in light
of everybody’s sacrifice during that time and with today’s
budget climate,” Brooks stated
in the letter. “We recognize
that our faculty and staff have
not received across the board
pay increases in years; that is
why we are advocating for a 3
percent compensation pool in
our 2012‐2013 State Budget to
fund increases for all employee
groups.”
Jonathan Karpf, one of six
lecturers on the California Fac-
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ulty Association bargaining
team as well as a member of
the union’s Board of Directors,
said the proposed 3 percent salary increase for the year 201213 will most likely not be paid
as previous year’s proposals
had consistently been quashed
by the state.
“If the Chancellor’s Office is
really serious about recruiting
and retaining qualified faculty,
they would request salary increases,” Karpf said.
Currently, none of the disputed salary increases have
been paid, though the CSU
maintains that the California
Faculty Association is disputing an additional increase and
faculty was in fact the only employee group in the university
system to receive a general salary increase since 2007.
“There’s this misrepresentation by the (union) that their
salaries have been flat,” Fallis said. “Actually, received
between 2007 and 2010 were
close to $60 million, including
increases.”
Fallis said a 3 percent salary increase for all CSU employees will be included within
the CSU budget proposal sent
to the state but any salary increase to a select group of
employees would be unfair to
consider now.
“While the entire CSU community is undergoing a 10 percent decrease, it wouldn’t be
appropriate to give $20 million
to a select group,” he said. “We
have an amazing staff and we

have an amazing faculty, so the
CSU is actually seeking a 3 percent increase from the state of
California. The problem is, the
state of California has consistently underfunded that.”
Fallis disputes any assertion
that the state has not granted
an increase proposal since
2007 because the Chancellor’s
Office has not pushed for the
increase.
“We are very serious about
our proposals,” he said. “The
primary focus, just to be clear,
is the student education we are
providing, but second to that
we need to be sure we are providing resources for good staff,
faculty and administration.”
Karpf said the absence of
salary increases to faculty is
not the only way educators are
not being compensated for experience.
While lecturers constitute
about half of the overall CSU
faculty, several of those are
part-time lecturers who rely
on budget, enrollment and program needs of the university
to be appointed to a teaching
position each semester, he said.
“It’s very easy for the university to lay off faculty by
not renewing a lecturer’s appointment and still claim there
haven’t been any layoffs,”
Karpf said. “This is penalizing
the lecturers who have gained
experience.”
He said students are also
affected by this turnover in
faculty who are not retained
either because of appointment
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denial, layoffs or salary freezes.
“They don’t increase the pay
of the faculty,” Karpf said. “It
has led to a decline in faculty.
It is taking students longer to
graduate and (students) are
paying more for less.”
Cara also expressed concerns for the rising cost of tuition and impacted classes.
“(The California Faculty Association) feels that essentially
what’s happening is privatization of the university through
cutting classes and increasing

tuition,” she said. “We are trying to stop that from happening.”
Cara said the campuswide
picket and the day of concerted
action will address both this issue and the faculty union’s salary dispute, and the SJSU chapter of the union will participate
in both events.
“The message is we would
like (Chancellor Reed) to bargain a fair contract, guarantee
that the university system remains public, and make sure

we still have a professional
group of educators in the CSU
system,” she said.
The CSU maintains that any
such action is inappropriate
given the timing of the current
2012-13 successor contract at
the bargaining table.
“Concerted activity of any
type by the faculty union is
premature, disruptive and
puts students in jeopardy just
as they are beginning the fall
semester,” Fallis stated in an
email.
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Student filmmakers
showcase work at
Campus MovieFest
SJSU directors accept awards for
their finished projects in annual
movie festival at Morris Dailey
by Jeremy Infusino
Staff Writer

Campus MovieFest felt like a
full-on blockbuster movie premiere complete with red carpet and spotlights which drew
a crowd to pack both levels of
Morris Dailey Auditorium on
Tuesday evening.
Films were made by SJSU students who were provided with a
laptop and camera to make and
edit the films.
Nathan Okuley, tour manager for Campus MovieFest, has
been traveling around the country and said he enjoys his time
with the film festival.
“This is our big event, this is
the finale, this is when everyone
shows the film,” he said. “We get
to see what all the hard work
was and I get to play a fun role
working with the administration
and working with the students.”
According to Okuley, on
Tuesday evening the top 16 out
of 113 films were shown with
only one week to make a film,
selected by SJSU students, faculty and staff.
“Potatoes For the Poor” won
the award for Spartanality, a

special SJSU award for Homecoming, Okuley said. The film
is a documentary showing students going around San Jose giving homeless people food in the
form of potatoes.
A Silver Tripod Award was
given out to those who worked
on production aspects behind
the scenes in the categories of
soundtrack and special effects.
The films “Sweetheart” and
“Gotta Earn It” both won a Silver
Tripod Award for their exceptional work on the short films’
soundtracks and “Frontal Lobe”
won a Silver Tripod Award for
special effects.
“Sweetheart” was a blackand-white film which had the
main character stealing delivery
boxes off front porches and taking the stuff inside, but the film
takes a dark turn when a box is
opened to find something gruesome inside.
The awards for Best Actor,
Best Actress, Best Drama, Best
Comedy and Best Picture quickly got everyone’s attention.
The best actor award went
to John Harcharik for his role in
“Sweetheart” as the main character.
Best actress went to radio

Students watch the comedy film “Billy” by SJSU student director Perry Marks on Tuesday at the sixth annual Campus MovieFest finale at
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Awards were given to the top films of the night. Photo by Dorian Silva / Spartan Daily

broadcasting major Champagne
Ellison and theater arts major
Champagne Hughes for their
roles in the comedy “For Rent.”
“I almost peed my pants,” Ellison said. “I was ecstatic that I
actually won an award of this
caliber, to the outside world it
may just be a piece of paper with
my name on it, but to me this is a
college award.”
Hughes said she was shocked
and excited as well when she
heard that they were the two

recipients for the award.
“So much was going through
our heads, but you can’t have
one Champagne without the
other,” Hughes said. “It was horribly exciting.”
“Hope,” a movie with two
children being chased by zombies in the countryside, won the
award for best drama.
The crowd seemed to connect with the young characters
on the screen, especially with
the ending.

“Sweetheart” won the award
for best comedy, and took home
the most awards of the evening.
“Drawn,” a silent film, depicted the main character as he did
things by himself while showing
a fantasy about a girl he sees on
a bench at the beginning of the
film.
A real life couple, Joshua Pausanos and Taylor Keith, starred
in the film — both said they were
shocked to hear they won.
“I didn’t realize it at first,”

Keith said. “I felt like everything
just stopped and I was like ‘Wait
a minute, that’s us.’”
Pausanos, who also directed and edited the film, said he
thought Campus MovieFest was
a great platform to showcase his
talents.
“I didn’t know that I was going to win, but here I am,” he
said. “It’s a great opportunity.”
All the films should be able
to be viewed on the Campus
MovieFest website.

 MOVIE REVIEW

‘Real Steel’ is cliché but enjoyable
by Chris Marian
Staff Writer

If someone were to explain to you the premise
of “Real Steel,” you’d probably do the first thing I
did when I first heard it — laugh.
The story goes that by the mid-2020s humans
have been replaced in the sport of boxing by
10-foot-tall fighting robots. Hugh Jackman stars
as Charlie Kenton, a washed-up former boxer who
now operates boxing robots instead.
Charlie is a complete loser and vagabond, traveling the countryside in his cargo truck looking for
fights and quick money.
When Charlie’s estranged ex-girlfriend dies
suddenly, Charlie finds himself temporarily caring for their 12-year-old son Max, who Charlie has
never even met, and is every bit as much of a fasttalking jerk as Charlie himself.
What follows is a raucous, cross-country, father-son bonding adventure as Charlie takes Max
on a ride through his vagabond, robot-fighting life,
looking for the big score and dodging vengeful
creditors with the unruly adolescent in tow.
While scavenging for robot parts in an enormous junkyard, Max accidentally discovers a derelict robot buried in the mud, which he unearths
and returns to working order, despite the misgivings of his father.
The robot’s name is Atom, and through a series
of adventures, the odd father and son team discover that the little old robot is actually one hell
of fighter.
A typical underdog sports story ensues. Think
of it as “Rocky” — with robots.
In parallel with this there is a cliché father-son
bonding subplot, a cliché boy-and-his-pet subplot,
a cliché redemption subplot for Charlie, and so on
and so forth.
This movie combines so many feel-good movie
clichés into one package that it should almost be
considered an achievement unto itself.
It all sounds pretty stupid on paper — and it
is — but it won’t hit you until after you leave the
theater.
I went into this movie expecting it to be awful,
but 10 minutes into a remarkably elegant introductory sequence I knew I was in for a surprise.
Director Shawn Levy delivers a movie that is
clean, crisp, well-paced and oozing with charm.
Hugh Jackman delivers a forcefully earnest

Hugh Jackman stars as Charlie, a washed-up
boxer who trains robots to fight in the film “Real
Steel.” Photo courtesy of allmoviephoto.com

performance as Charlie — there is never an unconvincing moment in his portrayal of his deeply
flawed character.
Dakota Goyo, who plays 12-year-old Max,
is one of the better child actors I’ve seen, giving
the preteen character a charming spunk without
sounding wooden or pretentious.
Evangeline Lilly plays Bailey Tallet, Charlie’s
on-and-off-again girlfriend and owner of a boxing
gym. Lilly is a pleasing presence in the few scenes
she has.
Atom, as with most of the robots in the film,
is a mixture of CG models and actual animatronics. Having the physical animatronics lets the actors interact with the robot characters in a much
more convincing fashion than say, “Star Wars” or
“Transformers.”
There was never a moment in film where I
wasn’t visually convinced that the robots were real.
Atom doesn’t talk — he doesn’t even have a
mind of his own — but he’s very much a character unto himself, a manifestation of the energy and
drive of his operators.
Some critics have complained that much of the
personal dialogue sounds awkward and forced.
I agree, but I don’t necessarily see that as a bad
thing.
Yes, there is awkwardness, and yes, there are
uncomfortable pauses, but for me it felt like the
way real people talk to one another, and it isn’t always pretty or elegant.
“Real Steel” is a movie that manages to succeed
in spite of itself, overcoming a laughably cliché
screenplay with raw charm and verve.
You won’t want to like it, but you will.

When:
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Skin of Nature
Artist merges
the organic and the artificial
in tattoo designs

Story and Photos by Dorian Silva
Staff Photographer

Every morning, Perrin Pacheco drives from
Watsonville to Chimera Tattoo Studio & Gallery
in Santa Cruz, where he performs his passion for
tattooing.
The Monterey native began drawing at the
age of 5 and at 16 started spray painting graffiti art on freight trains that passed through local
neighborhoods while traveling across the country.
Pacheco favored knowing that his art would

(Left) Pacheco
adds a yellowgreen color to the
“sap balls” that
are growths on
the bio-tree that
he designed for
Morasch.

(Above) Perrin Pacheco tattoos client-turned-customer
Andy Morasch, 25, of San Jose.
Morasch is the first client to
offer Pacheco the opportunity
to do a full sleeve. “He gave me
his full arm, so I have no limitations from other tattoos around
it,” Pacheco said. “There’s a certain bond, obviously, because
you’re marking someone’s skin
permanently.”
Morasch had Pacheco fix a few
of his previous tattoos by other
artists, and said he has grown
to trust Pacheco completely.
“I had seen Perrin’s work and
I knew it was good,” Morasch
said. “I knew I could trust him
with the (tattoo) gun and the
needle to my skin.”

travel to many different places and not become
stagnant on the side of a building. During his late
teens, he transitioned from graffiti art to tattooing.
Though he still does professional wall paintings, Pacheco has mainly tattooed over the last
five years and has found a home for his art at
Chimera.
“I’m very lucky to do what I do and get to do
it everyday,” he said.
Transitioning into tattooing has allowed him
to meet a variety of different people, with many
styles and personalities.

(Left) Jessica Neuhaus has
been a client of Pacheco’s for
almost a year. After her first
tattoo by him, she came back
and had him tattoo her with his
custom design on Saturday.
“I knew I wanted it as soon as
he showed it to me,” Neuhaus
said.
(Left) Pacheco prepares for
Andy’s arrival. He is meticulous
about keeping everything clean.
“They trust me with their body
and I take that seriously,” he
said.
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A stroke of a pen can make immigrants’ dreams come true
When California Gov. Jerry
Brown signed our state’s version of the Development, Relief and Education for Alien
Minors Act, better known as
the DREAM Act, he imposed
major changes for current and
future undergraduates.
It’s no longer a stargazed
thought envisioned by those
marginalized by social forces;
by making real the DREAM
Act, people that are our neighbors, friends and family were
given the opportunity to attend school with the same aid
that U.S. citizens have.
By enacting Assembly Bill
130 this past August and AB
131 last week, to kick in January 2013, our education system and our society addressed
one of its greatest problems –
financial aid for higher education is available to those who
seek it.
Yes, there are strings attached to the bill, like proof of
residence in the United States
for at least five consecutive
years since their date of arrival
and proof of having arrived in
the United States before age
16, but this provides a pathway for those who are already
productive members of our society to fully integrate to the
world around us.
And though the 2010 census reported that 37.6 percent
of California residents are Hispanic, immigrants come from
all across the world.
At the community college
I attended, I met people on a
regular basis from Korea and
China who stayed past the
terms of a tourist or business
visa and decided to stay in the
land of the free.
Many of my fellow students
referred to themselves as “AB
540,” in reference to the 2001
California bill that enabled ille-

By
Leo
Postovoit

gal immigrants to pay in-state
tuition. Most spoke English
perfectly and were top notch
students — the only difference
was they had no United States
citizenship documents.
My art tutor was one of
these “AB 540” students.
Born and raised in Seoul,
South Korea, her mother took
her and her brother to the

“

parents were stricken with
different cancers, and they
both died within a year of
each other.
The fact that the systems
of government that we have
fail to support people who desire to contribute to the larger
world hurt my friend and her
brother greatly; she was forced
to deal with the harsh realities
of life and given no leeway to
finish her education.
Attending her father’s funeral was one of the hardest things I have ever done. I
immediately saw the reality
that my friend, despite having
painting skills to guarantee a

Or I think of another friend
of mine who came as a small
child when his parents emigrated from Sinaloa, Mexico.
He had a keen sense of the
world around him, producing a 4.0 grade point average
throughout high school.
However, the costs of
higher education for disproportionately affect those who
parents who do not make sixfigure incomes.
This is why big-name universities with large fiscal endowments like Stanford and
Harvard simply do not ask
those who do not have the resources to pay anything at all,

stresses of a difficult life are
completely relatable. But, as a
society, to add additional burdens on top of everything else
is ludicrous.
Both he and I drove many
miles to and from school and
work. But unlike me, he had to
drive illegally.
What if you get in an accident or get caught speeding? I
would brush it off, but for him
the world would immediately
come crashing down, removing his transportation ability
and potentially opening a Pandora’s box of legal troubles.
My friend from Sinaloa
made it through community

Our university experience would improve if we
instituted a place and method to allow everyone
who meets the marks for college to contribute.

”

United States on an extended
vacation when their father and
mother split.
After visiting, though, the
realities of the “Land of the
Free” made them want to stay.
“Why go to back to Korea
when you could so much better here?” she explained to me.
After settling in Southern California, her family developed a whole life.
Somehow, they bought cars,
purchased a house and attended
school.
They were productive members of society. Her father and
mother resolved their differences and came back together a few years later. Both

job as a contemporary artist
for life, would likely have everything she had come crashing down.
Forced to deal with the
economic reality of having
no money to pay the mortgage, as well as the grief of
death of your parents, my
friend’s home foreclosed and
they moved to Westwood,
where she was set to start
at UCLA.
After one quarter, she decided to suspend college and
provide for her brother instead. Since then, she continues to paint, hoping one day
to return to one of the best art
programs on the West Coast.

and often will give scholarships on top of that for school
expenses and room and board.
He deferred attending university because he couldn’t afford it. A student – U.S. citizen,
AB 540 or otherwise – is someone who shouldn’t be denied
the ability to learn.
I believe information should
be allowed to be disseminated
freely, and economic and socioeconomic controls like immigration laws discriminate,
further stratifying the systematic issues we have.
Both he and I worked long
hours while attending class
full time every semester in
community college, and the

college with a 4.0 and was admitted to UC Berkeley.
He applied for the few
scholarships that illegal immigrant students were previously able to apply for.
But alas, with no resources
to pay for school, he needed
to continue on his journey,
brushing off the disheartening
strife.
He deferred attending his
dream university and continued at community college.
The next year he was, again,
admitted to Berkeley and received several scholarships entitling him to enough money
to pay for school while working. Since then, AB 130 has al-

lowed students to qualify for
scholarships through private
organizations.
The DREAM Act focuses on
giving a way for people who
are already here and aren’t
leaving to be better members
in our society.
Illegal immigration will not
stop and immigrants will not
leave; rationally, the best solution is to give them opportunities to make our world better.
These are our neighbors
and our friends. By denying
them the ability to further
move upward, we hurt our fellow residents.
This, plus last week’s AB
131, which granted access
to state financial aid like Cal
Grants and fee waivers at
CSUs, UCs and community
colleges, solidifies a plan to
improve things. It’s not perfect, but it’s a start.
If not grants and fee waivers,
then allow for student loans.
They give an equal opportunity
for advancement. Just like microfinance loans in the Third
World or small business loans,
they make real implications on
a one-to-one level.
Our university experience
would improve if we instituted
a place and method to allow
everyone who meets the marks
for college to contribute.
Education in states like ours
should be an inalienable right.
In the short term, this will
increase demands on a thinly-stretched budget for Pell
Grants, Cal Grants, Board of
Governors’ fee waivers and
the like; in the long term it
will actually generate revenue because unlike natural
resources or physical production, education pays back
tenfold and cannot be removed from the head of the
student.
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Classified Ad Rates
Information

Housing
SJSU International House
One block from campus.
US & International Students
Safe. Friendly. Homelike.
Intercultural experience.
Wireless Internet Access.
Computer lab. Study room.
Student Kitchen.
Assigned parking (fee).
One semester contract.
Apply now! 360 S. 11th St.
924-6570 or
http//: sjsu.edu/ihouse
How To
Place your ads ONLINE through
Campus Ave:
http://spartandaily.com/advertising

Just click place classiﬁeds link
and post your ads to the
college classiﬁeds network!
You can also place
classiﬁeds through the
Spartan Daily Ad ofﬁce. Call us
at 408.924.3270 or visit us in
DBH 209.
Don’t forget classiﬁeds are
FREE to students!
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Sudoku

Place your ad online at:
www.spartandaily.campusave.
com

Ofﬁce Hours:
Monday-Friday

10a.m. - 3p.m.

Deadline:
10 a.m., 2 weekdays prior to
publication date.

Rates:
One classiﬁed, 20 words
$5.50
Each additional word
$0.39
Center entire ad
$1.00
Bold ﬁrst ﬁve words
$0.50
Rates are consecutive days only.
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on
cancelled ads.

Frequency Discounts:
4-15 classiﬁeds
15%off
16-31 classiﬁeds
30%off
32+ classiﬁeds
45%off
Discounts apply to the original base
rate, plus the cost of extras.

SJSU Student Rate:
Free! Discount applies to student’s
individual ad only. Not intended for
businesses and/or other persons.
Order must be placed in person. SJSU
ID REQUIRED.

Classiﬁcations:
Opportunities
Wanted
Roommate
Announcements
For Rent
Employment
For Sale
Services
Events

Online Classiﬁed Ads:
Placing an ad online provides you
with the opportunity to post your ad
on other college web sites. You may
also include up to 4 images for your
online ad.
15 days
$25.00

Previous Puzzle Solved

How to Play

Complete the grid
so that every row,
column and 3 by
3 box contains
every digit from 1
to 9 inclusively.
Check back daily
for new sudoku
puzzles and
solutions.

Call us at 408.924.3270
or
Visit us in DBH 209

ACROSS
1. Bamboo eater
6. Discontinue
11. “Ben-Hur” author Wallace
14. Spirit of “The Tempest”
15. Usher in
16. Author Wolfert or Levin
17. Golf course named after a
Flintstone?
19. “Don’t give up!”
20. Thug at work
21. Singing John from
Middlesex
23. Auction off
24. Window grate
25. Big sister?
28. Cop’s order
30. Ho Chi Minh Trail locale
31. Game or battle site
32. Apply knuckles to wood
35. It might give you chills
36. Two-footed
38. Southern college nickname: ___ Miss
39. End of a school pledge
40. Consumers
41. Garbage hauler
42. The ‘70s, e.g.
44. Strokes of unanticipated
luck
46. Like a ninja
48. Basketball crowd-pleaser
49. Garcon’s list
50. Island group giant
tortoises
55. Arithmetic directive
56. The ﬁrst U.S. National Park
58. Fjord relative
59. Exhilarate
60. Demonstrating good
posture
61. Exist, to Popeye?
62. Some vending machine
selections
63. Accepts a challenge

Previous Puzzle Solved

DOWN
1. Nickname for Haydn
2. Aphrodite’s love
3. Calligrapher’s ﬁne points?
4. Lowers in dignity
5. Axis opponents in WWII
6. Bunch of schemers
7. “East of ___”
8. “I ___ my wit’s end”
9. [not my mistake]
10. Otherworldly
11. Arkansas capital
12. He playd Robin
13. Batman, really
18. Old measures equal to
45 inches
22. Actress Taylor, to
tabloids
24. Actress Rowlands
25. First radio code word?
26. Debutante’s party
27. Project for giant
beavers?
28. “___ Jacques”
29. Professional team in

Ohio
31. Copied
33. Plant with medicinal
qualities
34. They’re positioned in
the church
36. Ohio State players
37. “Gosh!” to an Englishman
41. Large Indonesian island
43. ___, drink and be merry
44. Imperfection
45. Was not renewed
46. Spine-tingling
47. Olympic gymnast
Comaneci
48. Fruits of the blackthorn
50. Word before “hand” or
“rags”
51. Utah ski haven
52. Attendee
53. Twice from thrice
54. Places for making
soaps?
57. “Telephone Line” group
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Life after college is scary; get over it
I am a semester and a half
away from graduation and
my mind is not filled with the
kind of euphoric and relieving
thoughts that one would expect.
I am slowly coming to a realization that there is a lot of
uncertainty in life, which is
nothing new.
Thinking back, I should have
actually been much more prepared for this kind of reaction
to the end of my college career,
and I can’t say that people in
my life had not tried to educate
me on the subject.

There had been countless
signs throughout my life that I
had willfully ignored to retain
my childlike wonder of the
world, where everyone gets to
go to school and study what
they want and then get paid a
comfortable salary.
That kind of fantasy no longer has a place in my mind.
Despite the current tone,
my intention for this article is
not to get everyone who goes
to college down about their
prospects after graduation, but
to help them realize that as we
leave our protective bubble of

higher education we have to
be extra careful as we move on
into a failing economy.
When I was a kid, I had a
long list of things that I wanted
to do when I grew up.
I wanted to be a writer, a
pilot, a marine biologist or a
famous chef, and the defining
feature of that list was the certainty with which I believed
that I would eventually become
all of those things, and more.
That certainty stayed with
me until the start of high
school, which is where my
dreams began to waiver.

OPINION

Suddenly, I didn’t know
what I wanted to be. The items
on my career list started to
seem less and less realistic or
reasonable.
But when I finally got into
college and made the decision
to study the art of journalism
and reporting, my hopes for a
future began to look up again.
And now, like an old wooden rollercoaster, the harsh reality of the world I am working
so hard to get into is showing
its face to me again.
My mind is constantly
wracked with questions: Will I
be able to work directly in my
field? Will I be able to make
enough to support myself?
What will I do if I can’t get a
job?
It’s hard to get an answer
for any of these questions,
which is why I have come to
the conclusion that the best
way to handle these uncertain
times is to be prepared for anything.
I do realize that “being prepared for anything”
is easier said than done, but

there are certain precautions
that, as students and future
professionals in our chosen
fields, can take to be better
prepared to get a career, not
just a job, but a career, after
graduation.
The first is to work hard. It
may not being the prettiest or
most sensitive thing to hear,
but it is the cold, hard truth.
Many people just want to
get through college by doing
the bare minimum and the
oft repeated joke of ‘Cs get
degrees’ is simply not the right
way to look at these most vital
of formative years. Work hard
and put more focus on school
instead of partying.
The next step is to diversify
your skill set.
In this current economy, where more and more
jobs are getting cut, it is the
unfortunate truth that the
same jobs now have to be done
by fewer people.
If you have the ability to
perform several different responsibilities instead of just
one, guess what, you have a
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giant ’Hire Me’ sign on your
forehead to prospective employers.
The last thing that you can
do to put yourself ahead of
the competition is to make
yourself stand out. Being different isn’t a bad thing. In fact,
being different gets you noticed.
After
graduation,
no
matter what the field, the market is going to be saturated
with people who went to college, kept their head down, and
got a degree.
Employers have piles of
these kinds of résumés, so you
have to really have something
that stands out to them.
If could be anything —
independent research, volunteer work or even showing off personal accomplishments. Employers want to be
impressed, not just satisfied.
The world we are going into
is big and intimidating, but if
you take these pieces of advice
you just might have a chance
of becoming a fancy pants bigshot some day.

What are people saying online? Read on to see
While there is definitely
concern for alarm in response
to the “consumerism” mentality that drives people into deep
debt, there should also be a
critical eye leveled at “wealthenvy” and entitlement programs that are blatantly unsustainable.
The observations about the
Hummer and iPod are loaded
with derision and scorn —
do you know those people
personally any better than the
wealthy personally know the
people who toil in sub-minimum wage jobs?
The answer seems to lie in
people moving beyond shallow stereotypes and toward
understanding and getting to
know people from all walks of
life. We’re all people, and status can change.
- An Observer, in response
to “Can’t we just let china win,”
published Sept. 29
Checkmate! You were completely correct.
Faulkner just needs to stay
on the field and not be yanked
out for some crazy “mix-it-up”
and “keep-em-guessing” strategy.
Faulkner doesn’t need trick
plays or clever coaching.
He moves down the field
playing the game of football
with calm decisive action as is
required in a battle.
Hot-headed
screaming
from the sidelines is not necessary for this team to win.
- bob, in response to “Matt
Faulkner is the key to Spartans’
success,” published Sept. 22
I’m not sure you’re fully
aware of just how very much

easier it is to show up en masse
and yell for a few hours than it
is to effect a lasting change in
one’s own behavior.
That shit takes weeks, man.
I can’t stay mad for that long.
And, as you must be well
aware by now, a constant simmering anger is really the only
thing that can get the average
student protester through the
trials of enduring minor discomfort for more than a few
hours.
The organizations you list
as examples of how to actually
affect change are comprised of
atypical people, in that they
have the balls to actually stand
by their principles.
This is and has always been
an exceptional trait, and one
that the average protester who
shows up for pizza frankly
does not possess.
If they did, the entities
they’re protesting probably
couldn’t have gotten away
with putting us where we are
in the first place.
-anonymous, in response to
“Direct action gets the goods,”
published Sept. 20

its students feel safe again because right now we’re all a bit
scared.
I don’t feel safe around
campus and I don’t feel
like there’s a safe place to even
go if there’s trouble. I would
consider the library but since
it’s a public library that only
means that all the homeless
people and vagabonds from
the area are there too and
it’s sort of annoying that as
students we have to deal
with that while trying to study
and work. SJSU needs to step
up and protect.
- Quinn, in response to

So this is where you’re hiding the coverage of the Occupy movement. Seriously, Spartan Daily? Occupy Wall Street
has been going on for weeks.
It soon became a national
movement and now, it has
gone international. They are
protesting against the people
whose horribly bad decisions
have screwed up our economy,
the people that keep getting
richer while the rest of us are
keep getting poorer.
Because of these people,

school budgets keep getting
cut. Oh, hey! That kind of
sounds like the same situation that SJSU is in. Seriously, you’d think something
that relates to entire student
body and staff of SJSU would
be covered in our very own
newspaper. What a shame…
-disappointed, in response
to “Occupy Wall Street,” published Oct. 10
Do you like to swim in the
summer? What if it didn’t
rain in the winter? No place
to swim. No summer fruit and
the sweet taste of a nectarine

or peach.
The cool grass that you
lie upon is dry and brown
without the rain. Maybe
ask the people of the Midwest that just experienced
consecutive days of 100-degree heat what they think of
rain.
It is a matter of perspective and perhaps you have just
experienced the rain when
you had someplace to go and
didn’t enjoy it for what it is —
wet and life giving.
-nai, in response to “Why I
hate the rain,” published Oct.
10

The area surrounding SJSU
is filled with homeless people
and thug types wondering the
streets. The downtown area
is just really really dirty and
I don’t feel like anyone has
been trying to make it a safer place. Because the campus
is in such a bad location,
it puts every single student
at risk.
This year it feels as though
there has been more and more
crime reported involving SJSU
students. I think it’s time that
SJSU does something to make
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An inseparable sisterhood growing stronger through sport
by Brittany Patterson
Staff Writer

Alex and Gabriella Stange
may play sports at SJSU that are
polar opposites, but the sisters
are nearly inseparable.
“We shared a bed for half of
our lives,” Alex said. “Not just a
room, but a bed.”
Alex, a senior nursing student and SJSU women’s softball
player, said she has been playing
since she was 5 years old, beginning her career with the Union
City Girl’s Softball Association
and playing consistently through
college.
Gabriella, who goes by Gabe,
started playing soccer when she
was 4 years old with the Union
City Girls Soccer Association on
the Rising Stars.
The freshman forward is pursuing a degree in business at
SJSU.
“I was originally going to go
to college for track, but one of
my coaches said she thought I
had a stronger love for soccer, so
I choose soccer,” Gabe said.
Alex was recruited to the
SJSU women’s softball team as a
middle infielder but now serves
as a utility player, mainly seeing
playing time at first base.
Alex led the softball team last
season in hitting with a .309 average, according to the SJSU athletics website.

SUPPORTING EACH OTHER
“The girls, even from the time
they were little, they’ve always
been close,” said their father Ken.
Together, the sisters are like
a continuation of one another,
finishing each other’s sentences and borrowing each other’s
clothes.
Gesturing at Gabe, “I like to
hang out with this one when I’m
bored and have nothing else to
do with my life,” Alex joked.
When it comes to balancing
sports and school, the sisters said
they’ve had lots of practice.
When she was a freshman in
high school her days would be
stacked with school and commuting to and from practice,
Gabe reflected.
“I cracked a few times, not
going to lie,” she said. “But after
a while you just get used to it. It
becomes second nature.”
They said they use each other
for support.
“Sometimes it takes a while
to adapt to something new,” Alex
said. “Last week she (Gabe) came
over because she had a bad day.
She comes over to my apartment
and we bake cookies and everything is better.”

ON THE FIELD
When it comes to being on
the field, both Alex and Gabe
said they love it.
“There’s nothing better than
the feeling that you get when
you do something right, when all
that time you spent in practice,

Freshman Gabriella Stange (left) and senior Alex Stange (right) played sports together for most of their lives before both landing at SJSU to continue playing their respective
sports. Gabriella is a forward for the SJSU women’s soccer team and Alex is an infielder on the Spartan softball team. Photo by Nick Rivelli / Spartan Daily

all that time that you put into it
pays off,” Gabe said.
Sophomore Kayla Santacruz,
a midfielder and forward on the
SJSU women’s soccer team said
Gabe is a big asset to the team
and fit into the team’s dynamic
very quickly.
“Everybody loves her,” Santacruz said. “She’s gotten caught
up with how we play, gotten into
the groove and I think she’s going to have a really great season.”
Head softball coach Peter
Turner said Alex brings great
leadership to the team.
“Her willingness to put the
time in to do the right thing,
both in the classroom and on the
field, had made her the person
she is,” he said. “It would difficult
for most people to be a nursing
major without playing ball, let
alone playing ball. Most people
wouldn’t be able to handle that.”
Alex said she brings her textbooks on the road and tries to
study during tournaments.
“My teammates say I’m a
nerd, that my theory book is my
bible that I carry around,” Alex
said.

A FAMILY TRADITION
Sports run in the family —
Alex and Gabe said their father
played baseball, basketball and
football at SJSU and their mother ran track.
“I just always thought that
sports led me in the right direction and I thought it would do
them good as well,” Ken said.
He said the girls grew up
playing both soccer and softball

Freshman Gabriella Stange jumps on the back of her sister, senior
Alex Stange. Photo by Nick Rivelli / Spartan Daily

and they ran track together in
high school.
“We both hated it,” Alex
said. “I was a senior and she
was a freshman. She beat me in
every race.”
Competition has always
been a natural side effect of
growing up in a sports-loving
family — Gabe said they even
competed over STAR test
scores.
“We have our competitive
nature from our father,” Alex
said. “Even our mom can be
pretty competitive.”

Their father said the sisters
have two completely different
personalities.
“Alex is 100 percent behind
her sister,” he said. “She always
wants the best for her. Gabe on
the other hand would always
want to outdo her sister.”

STAYING CLOSE TO HOME
Ken said he always hoped his
daughters would choose to stay
close to home.
Alex hoped her sister, who
got a couple of offers from different colleges, would choose SJSU.

“I never explicitly said,
‘Choose San Jose, choose San
Jose’ but that was always one
that I was kind of hoping for,”
Alex said.
The sisters said they had a
strong support system growing
up.
Family dinner in the Stange
household is held every Monday
night without fail, and they make
the 30-minute drive home when
time permits.
“Our parents showed up to
all of our games,” said Alex. “Our
mom, who would work night

shifts at the hospital, would take
our minivan to our games as
soon as her shift was ended and
sleep in the minivan for an hour
so she could wake up in time to
watch our game.”
Sitting in the grass outside
of the Koret Athletic Training
Center, lounging in their practice
uniforms and making plans to
see a play later, they talked about
how close their relationship is.
“We fight like any other two
sisters … but we know we’re always there for each other,” Alex
said.

